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About the Tutorial
Microsoft Visio is a diagramming tool that allows you to create diagrams (ranging from
simple to complex), which aid in data visualization and process modelling. Visio also helps
to create detailed org charts, floor plans, pivot diagrams, etc.
This tutorial will help you understand the basics of the program and how you can use it to
create informative diagrams for home or enterprise use.

Audience
Microsoft Visio is an enterprise class software that is used by professionals to create
diagrams of varying complexities – from networking diagrams to floor plans, and even org
charts and timelines. However, Visio is also gaining traction among home users for
planning their home layouts or simple layout plans.
This tutorial caters to both enterprise and home users with varying levels of experience,
who plan to integrate Visio into their workflow.

Prerequisites
You should be comfortable navigating your way around the Windows OS (Windows 7 or
later). Visio is not available for the Mac. Visio Pro can be included as part of the Office 365
suite or purchased standalone in Standard and Professional versions.
A Microsoft account is required to utilize some of the online features of Visio. Enterprise
subscribers to Office 365 can also use Visio Online, which is an online viewer for Visio files
stored in OneDrive for Business or SharePoint Online. Visio Online allows you to view,
share, and collaborate with Visio diagrams created in Visio 2013 or 2016.

Copyright & Disclaimer
 Copyright 2017 by Tutorials Point (I) Pvt. Ltd.
All the content and graphics published in this e-book are the property of Tutorials Point (I)
Pvt. Ltd. The user of this e-book is prohibited to reuse, retain, copy, distribute or republish
any contents or a part of contents of this e-book in any manner without written consent
of the publisher.
We strive to update the contents of our website and tutorials as timely and as precisely as
possible, however, the contents may contain inaccuracies or errors. Tutorials Point (I) Pvt.
Ltd. provides no guarantee regarding the accuracy, timeliness or completeness of our
website or its contents including this tutorial. If you discover any errors on our website or
in this tutorial, please notify us at contact@tutorialspoint.com
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Computer diagramming is the process of creating scalable diagrams on a PC that can
be used in various applications such as layout design, organization charts, timelines, floor
plans and even prototype software user interfaces. Diagrams are made of shapes, objects
and stencils, which when combined together correctly, can help project a lot of useful
information.
Modern computer diagramming relies on using vector-based shapes instead of raster
shapes. Raster shapes or bitmaps do not scale well, and their resolution and quality
deteriorates with every edit. However, vector shapes are mathematical representations of
a shape and hence scale well. Vector shapes are not affected by edits and are the most
appropriate to use when precise measurements are required.
Computer diagramming can be shape-based artwork or more complex drafting often seen
in CAD (Computer Aided Design) programs. CAD contains a lot more information such as
the materials, processes, and specific conventions of the diagram. Shape-based artwork
is more commonly used to depict lesser technical information.

Popular Diagramming Software
Microsoft Visio is the most popular diagramming software, however, there are alternatives
that are often as good and in some cases, free. For simple diagramming requirements, the
following tools should work just fine.

Gliffy
Gliffy is a popular online diagramming tool. Gliffy supports floor plans, venn diagrams,
flow charts, network diagrams, etc. and is compatible with most modern web browsers.
Gliffy can import Microsoft Visio documents and integrate with Google Drive to enable
saving documents in the cloud and easy collaboration.
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There are many themes and templates to choose from, making Gliffy a solid online
alternative to Visio. Gliffy can be used freely for up to 5 diagrams or 2 MB file size. There
are monthly plans that can be purchased depending on the number of diagrams needed.

yEd
yEd is an open-source free diagramming tool that runs on virtually any Java enabled
platform. It can import Visio documents and work with very complex diagrams such as
biological pathways.
yEd has automatic layouts and support for most graphical standards making it a viable
alternative to Visio for anyone looking to create diagrams for free. There is also an online
version called yEd Live that works in any modern HTML5 compatible web browser.

CADE
CADE works great for networking diagrams and as a 2D vector graphics editor for
Windows. CADE is free to download and supports most of Visio’s basic functionalities. It is
optimized for large CAD drawings and allows easy collaboration and sharing. CADE can be
exported to popular formats such as EMF, JPG, PDF and XAML. There are many sample
diagrams and templates to help you get started as well.
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OmniGraffle
Visio is not available for Mac OS leaving OmniGraffle as the only premium alternative for
Mac users. OmniGraffle is a comprehensive diagramming software that can create visually
appealing designs at a significantly cheaper price than Visio. It supports importing Visio
documents and exporting to a ton of popular formats including SVG. There are extensive
options for stencils, canvases, templates, and objects allowing to easily create wireframe
diagrams, trees, floor plans, and a whole lot more.
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The latest version supports scripting in AppleScript or JavaScript to automate almost every
aspect of the software. It also supports Touch Bar on the latest MacBooks. The Standard
version of OmniGraffle retails for $99.99, while the Pro version retails for $199.99.

Introduction to Microsoft Visio
Microsoft Visio is one of the most popular diagramming software that empowers
diagramming, data visualization, and process modelling in a familiar interface. Visio comes
with an array of templates and built-in shapes that allow creating virtually any diagram of
any complexity. Visio also allows users to define their own shapes and import them into
the drawing.
Visio has been more of an enterprise-class software as home users rarely would need to
use the advanced diagramming functions in Visio. However, many home users are
purchasing the Standard edition of Visio to better visualize simple diagrams such as family
trees or floor layout plans.
Visio owes its success in the enterprise due to its tight integration with other Microsoft
Office products such as Word, Excel, and Access. Data can be directly imported from these
softwares and converted into meaningful diagrams, which change in real-time in
accordance with the data. For example, an Excel spreadsheet might have information
about current flows through an electrical line. Visio can be used to diagrammatically
represent this and whenever the Excel data gets updated, the same will be reflected in the
Visio diagram as well.
Newer versions of Visio from Visio 2013 onwards support .vsdx format that allows
enhanced compression and many other features compared to the older .vsd format
supported by Visio 2010 and earlier versions. Visio can be purchased standalone in two
versions — a Standard version, which retails for $299, and a Professional version, which
retails for $589.99. The latest version of Visio can also be purchased as part of the Office
365 subscription with access to the online Visio viewer as well. Getting Visio as part of
Office 365 is the best choice in order to keep up-to-date with the latest features and
enhancements.
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MS Visio - New Features
Visio being part of the Office 365 suite, is updated continuously throughout the year. If
you have a qualifying Office 365 subscription, you are entitled to regular updates
automatically. Users who purchase the standalone versions of Visio do not however,
receive feature updates and must upgrade separately to a higher version when released.
The most recent update of Visio 2016 Professional (Office 365 version) has the following
new features –

Data Visualizer
Data Visualizer helps in automatically creating process diagrams from Excel data. Premade
or custom Excel templates containing information that fit into diagrams can be imported
directly into Visio using the Data Visualizer and transformed into a Visio diagram. Any
changes made to the original Excel file reflects in the Visio diagram as well.

Visualize Database Structures From Source Data
The latest version of Visio enables reverse engineering of databases to create a visual
representation of the database. Visio can connect to various databases such as MySQL,
SQL Server, Oracle, etc. and can update the diagrams in sync with the changes in the
database.

Templates for Industry Specific Diagrams
The latest update to Visio for Office 365 comes with many new standardized templates
catering to industries such as business processes, software development, IT and
education. These templates are supplied by both Microsoft and other third parties
extending the capabilities of Visio 2016.

Visio Online and Visio on iPad
Visio diagrams stored on SharePoint or OneDrive for business can now be opened for
review in any modern web browser with Visio Online available with Office 365 or in the
free Visio Viewer app for the iPad.
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In this chapter, we will learn about the user interface in Visio. It is important to properly
understand the user interface to get the most out of this tool.

Start Screen
The user interface of Visio is similar to that of other programs in the Office suite. You will
be greeted with a Start page that lists some of the recent documents you have opened
along with featured templates for creating common diagram types.
You can also search for templates on the Microsoft website right from the Start screen.

The top right corner shows the Microsoft account you are connected to, if you are an Office
365 subscriber.
Apart from the featured templates, you can also click Templates to browse through the
template categories.

Document Interface
Clicking any of the above templates opens the template document.
The document interface of Visio is similar to other Office programs such as Word or Excel.
On the top, you have the Quick Access toolbar, which contains common commands, such
as Save, Undo, and Redo. This can be customized as needed.
Below the Quick Access toolbar is the familiar Office Ribbon. The Home tab lists common
commands for working with the document. We will learn more about other tabs as we go
along.
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On the left-hand pane, there is Shapes, which lists the common shapes that go well with
the template. To insert a shape, just click and drag the shape onto the canvas. There are
many shapes available in Visio and we will get more familiar with them as we move ahead.
Of course, you can also search for more shapes, if needed online, using the built-in search tool.
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When you place shapes onto the canvas, you will see guides that help you align the shapes
with respect to the objects already on the canvas. You also have a ruler on the top and
left of the canvas. This gives a sense of perspective and lets you create perfectly aligned
diagrams.
Shapes in Visio are basically vector graphics and as such you can enlarge or shrink the
size as needed without loss of quality. You also get an idea of the relative dimensions of
all the other shapes (indicated by green arrows) when you try to change the dimensions
of any shape.
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To open a file in Visio, go to the File menu, which opens the backstage view and click
Open. The Recent section lets you directly access the recent drawings that you have
opened or saved.
Based on your setup, the Open menu lists some of the file locations that you can browse
for Visio drawings. Click Add a Place to add Office 365 SharePoint or OneDrive location for
quick access. Alternatively, click Browse and select the Visio drawing from a local or
network folder. Visio files have the extension .vsdx.

Once you open a Visio drawing, you will see that the user interface changes according to
the drawing.
In the following example, we have opened an org chart and you can observe that the
shape stencils corresponding to the org chart are now available in the Shapes pane. In
case of this file, you will also notice an Org Chart tab in the Ribbon that gives you additional
options for working with the shapes in the chart, and also allows linking the shapes to data
from external sources such as Excel.

You can adjust the spacing between individual shapes and also change the height and
width of all shapes in one click.
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You can customize the layout of this Org chart and add additional shapes, if needed.
The Compare command in the Organization Data section of the Org Chart tab lets you
compare the contents of this org chart with another org chart or diagram open in Visio.
The output is generated as an HTML file, which lists out the similarities and differences
between the two diagrams.
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Visio’s UI is entirely customizable. You can show or hide elements in the UI to whatever
suits you best.

The Quick Access Toolbar
The Quick Access Toolbar allows you to easily add often-used commands so that they are
always available within reach. Apart from the standard Undo, Redo, and Save commands,
you can add additional buttons, such as a toggle between Touch and Mouse mode
depending on your display by clicking the arrow icon in the Quick Access Toolbar. You can
also add more commands by clicking the option More Commands…
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The Ribbon
The Ribbon can be collapsed to allow more real estate for the canvas. You can reduce or
expand the Shapes pane by clicking and dragging the edge of the pane inwards or
outwards respectively.
The Ribbon can be customized just like the Quick Access Toolbar but to do so, you need
to navigate to the File menu and click Options. Then click Customize Ribbon. You can select
the tabs that you wish to display on the workspace. You can also create a new tab or group
by clicking New Tab or New Group to accommodate the commands that you use frequently.
You can export these customizations and import them to a new instance of Visio by clicking
the Import/Export dropdown menu and selecting Export Customizations.
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Visio has a few options for changing how you view the drawing. The View tab lists all the
possible view options that you can use on the canvas. We will look at some of the
commands that are useful in changing view modes.

Slide Snippets
The Slide Snippets Pane is available only in the latest Office 365 version of Visio. Basically,
slide snippets allow you to directly export a Visio diagram as a PowerPoint slide.
To take a slide snippet, click the Slide Snippets Pane in the View tab to open it. Then,
select an area of the drawing that you want to export to a PowerPoint slide and click the
Add button in the Slide Snippets Pane. Add a title in the Enter title here... field and click
Export to export the captured drawing to a PowerPoint slide.

Presentation Mode
The Presentation Mode shows a full screen view of the drawing without any distractions.
This mode can also be toggled by pressing F5 on the keyboard.
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Ruler, Grid and Guides
You can toggle between showing the vertical and horizontal rulers, the grid, and the guides
by toggling the corresponding checkboxes in the Show area of the View tab. The scaling
of the rulers and grid can also be adjusted. The grid allows to easily snap objects so that
they are placed correctly on the canvas.

Zoom
The Zoom section comprises of commands that allow you to change the zoom levels of the
canvas. You can also fit the contents to window or adjust the contents to fill the page
width.

Window
The Window section lists commands that allow to arrange multiple windows on your
screen. You can directly open a new window or arrange windows side by side. You can also
cascade windows for easy switching between them.
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6. Visio ─ Creating & Arranging SmartShapes

SmartShapes provide contextual shapes which relate to the selected shape. SmartShapes
are connected to the original shape and the connector also moves whenever the
SmartShape is moved.

Creating a SmartShape
Start with a blank document (in this case a flowchart diagram). You will notice that the
Shapes pane has different shapes that are applicable to flowcharts. Click and drag a shape
onto the empty canvas. You can resize or rotate the shape as desired. You can even align
the shape with the help of the alignment guides.
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When you drag a shape onto the canvas, you will notice that there are four arrows along
the shape. Hovering over any of these arrows will show possible shapes that can be created
and linked to this shape.

Click the desired shape to create the shape. You will also notice that the shape is
automatically connected to the initial shape. If you were to drag the shape manually, you
will need to connect it manually as well. The connections between the shapes are dynamic
and they will move in relation to the placement of the shape.

Arranging SmartShapes
The SmartShape arrow lists the first four shapes for the diagram that are seen in the
Shapes pane. You might want to customize which shapes appear in the four SmartShape
options depending on your workflow. To set the shapes that you prefer as SmartShapes,
first select the desired shape in the Shapes pane and drag it to one of the first four shapes
within the pane.
In this example, let us assume that the Database shape needs to be in the first four. Click
and drag the Database shape into one of the first four positions.
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Now, when you create a SmartShape, you will find that the Database shape is made
available.
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7. Visio ─ Connecting SmartShapes

SmartShapes allows to automatically connect shapes. If you want to connect shapes that
are not directly related, you can manually connect them.
To manually connect shapes, click the Connector tool in the Tools section of the Home tab.
The mouse pointer now changes into a connector.

Draw a connecting line from the originating shape to the destination. You will notice a
dotted line representing the connector. You can either glue this connector to the
connection point or glue it to the destination shape. Gluing it to the shape will enable you
to move the shape to a different location on the canvas along with the connector.

Click the Pointer Tool in the Tools section of the Home tab to return the mouse pointer
back to normal.
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8. Visio ─ Connected SmartShapes

Newer versions of Visio have built-in intelligence to help you place shapes between other
shapes. Visio automatically adds the required spacing and connectors to ensure that the
new shape is inserted in the correct position.
To insert a shape between two shapes, drag the new shape in between the desired shapes,
till you see green squares on the connectors and release the mouse. The new shape will
be inserted with equal spacing and appropriate connections.
If you delete the inserted shape, the connector extends all the way till the next shape.
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Often, inserting and deleting shapes can disturb the alignment of the diagram. It can also
make the elements of the diagram space out unevenly. To get around this, Visio provides
tools that automatically align and space the shapes in your diagram so that it looks perfect.

Align and Space Shapes
To automatically align and space shapes in a diagram, go to the Position dropdown menu
in the Arrange section of the Home tab. Click either Auto Space or Auto Align & Space
depending on the requirement. You can also hover the mouse on these commands to
preview how the diagram would look after alignment.

After alignment, you can still move the shapes in your diagram, if you’d like a more
customized appearance.
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Visio provides options for automatically changing the layout of the diagram with the ReLayout Page command. The Re-Layout Page command provides commonly used layouts.
You can also customize some of the aspects of the layout as needed.

Changing the Diagram Layout
Open the diagram and navigate to the Design tab on the Ribbon. Click the Re-Layout Page
dropdown menu and select a layout as needed. You will see that the diagram now changes
to the selected layout. You can also preview the look before clicking by hovering the mouse
over the layout style.

Customizing the Layout
You can further customize the layout by clicking More Layout Options… in the Re-Layout Page
dropdown menu. This opens a dialog box in which you can configure the layout properties.

You can change the spacing between the shapes by manually changing the values in the
Spacing field.
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You can also change the appearance of the connectors to curved by selecting Curved in
the Appearance dropdown menu. Remember to select the Apply routing style to connectors
checkbox to be able to change the appearance of the connectors.
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Visio allows inserting text either within the shapes or in the document. You also get to do
text formatting just like any other text editor.

Inserting Text in a Shape
It is easy to insert text within a shape. Just double-click within a shape to type the text.
The text automatically wraps according to the shape, however, you can also press hard
returns if you’d like to have your own wrapping. Notice that Visio automatically zooms into
the shape to enable typing and zooms out when you click outside the shape.

Inserting Text in a Document
To insert a text in a document such as a heading for the chart, click the Text Box dropdown
menu in the Insert tab on the Ribbon and select either horizontal or vertical text box.

Then place the cursor on the document and draw a text box to start typing.
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Backgrounds are inserted using pages called background pages. Background pages can
contain graphics or text such as copyright info and other information. Background pages
are always separate but appear overlaid on the main page.

Inserting a Background Page
You can change the background of a document by choosing from preset backgrounds or
using your own background template. To insert a background, click the Background
dropdown menu from the Design tab on the Ribbon and choose a background preset.
This creates a new page in addition to the diagram page. You can right-click the newly
created background page to rename it. The new background will be automatically applied
to all newly created pages in the document.
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Apart from the shapes that are part of the diagram, you can add your own images to the
document. Images can come from any online or offline source. If you add an image to the
background page, the image will appear on all the pages in the document.

Adding Graphics to a Document
To insert your images or graphics, go to the Insert tab on the Ribbon and select from any
of the commands in the Illustrations section. It can be a picture on your local drive, an
online source, a chart or even a CAD drawing.

You can also replicate the picture on all the pages by inserting the picture in a background
page. To do this, select the background page and insert the picture as described above.
Drag and resize the picture as needed.

Now, navigate to the page containing the diagram and you will find that the picture appears
on that page and any other subsequent pages that are added.
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14. Visio ─ Inserting Containers & Callouts

Sometimes, you might want to combine two or more elements of the diagram together.
You can use containers to group shapes that are dependent on each other. Callouts help
in inserting more text outside the shape. Callouts are always connected to the shape and
move along with it.

Inserting a Container
First group the shapes together by selecting Group in the Arrange section of the Home tab.

To insert a container, go to the Insert tab on the Ribbon and click the Container dropdown
menu in the Diagram Parts section. You will see that there are many designs to choose
from for the container.
Once you select a design, you can drag the container around the grouped shapes. Release
the mouse to lock the container. The container also contains an area for typing text.
Double-click the heading area to type the text. In the following example, we have labelled
the container as ‘End Process’.
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Whenever you drag the container, the contents of the container move together.

Inserting a Callout
Select the shape for which you want to use the callout. To insert a callout, go to the Insert
tab on the Ribbon and click the Callout dropdown menu in the Diagram Parts section. You
will see that there are many designs to choose from for the callout.
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Select a design appropriate for the callout. The callout will appear connected to the
selected shape.
In this example, we have added a callout for the Back to Research process called Extensive
Research. The callout is linked to the shape and can be moved about anywhere in the
drawing, however it will always stay connected to the shape.
Visio will zoom in when you click the callout to enable typing and will zoom out when
clicked outside the callout.
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In this chapter, we will learn how to hyperlink websites, files, and pages.

Hyperlinking Websites
To insert a hyperlink, first create a text box by going to the Insert tab in the Ribbon and
drawing a horizontal text box for the text that represents the hyperlink such as ‘Website’
or ‘Click here to visit us’. This text now needs to be converted into a hyperlink.
To do so, select the text in the text box and in the Insert tab again. Click Link to open the
Hyperlinks dialog box.
You can specify the links to websites or a local file on your computer. Click OK to convert
the selected text into a hyperlink.
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Hyperlinking Files
You can directly hyperlink a text or a shape to a file. Double-clicking the text or shape
opens the hyperlinked file. The procedure is similar to hyperlinking a website.
Select the shape or text that you want to create a hyperlink for and click the Link button
in the Insert tab of the Ribbon.
In the Hyperlinks dialog box, click Browse… adjacent to the Address field and click Local
File… to browse to the location of the file.

Make sure that the Use relative path for hyperlink box is selected to ensure that the file
path is updated automatically when you change the file location.
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Hyperlinking Pages
Visio also makes it possible to hyperlink pages in a multi-page document so that clicking
the link will directly take you to the linked page.
To hyperlink pages, select a text or shape to be linked to and click Links in the Insert tab
in the Ribbon. In the Hyperlinks dialog box, make sure to click Browse… adjacent to the
Sub-address field. Select the destination page in the Page field. You can also set a default
zoom level in the Zoom dropdown menu so that navigating to the linked page opens it at
the desired zoom.
Click OK twice to set the hyperlink.
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16. Visio ─ Themes
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In this chapter, we will learn how to apply themes in Visio.

Selecting a Theme
You need not be content with the default theme. Visio allows to customize the theme and
overall look of the document. To apply a theme, go to the Design tab and choose from any
of the many theme options available. You can choose from a selection of Professional,
Hand Drawn, Trendy, and Modern themes.
Once you click any of the available themes, the theme will be applied to the document. You
can further personalize it by selecting from one of the many options in the Variants section.
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Changing Theme Colors
The Variants section allows you to customize theme colors as needed. Clicking the
dropdown menu in the Variants section allows to customize the theme colors, effects, and
connectors.
To customize a theme color, go to the Colors submenu in the Variants section and click
Create New Theme Colors…
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It opens the New Theme Colors dialog box, which allows to customize each of the accents
in the theme. Once you’ve decided on the color scheme, name the theme, and click Apply
or OK to save the theme color scheme and apply it to the diagram.
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17. Visio ─ Text Formatting
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If you are familiar with Microsoft Word, you should be right at home in Visio with respect
to formatting text. You can format titles and text within shapes. You can also use the
Format Painter command to copy formatting and paste it into another shape or text box.
To format the text, select the text box containing the text or highlight the text itself. Then,
choose from the options available in the Font and Paragraph sections of the Home tab.
You can change the font, size, color, and paragraph alignment. If you want to change the
font styles in a shape, just double-click the shape to select the text within the shape and
change the font styles as desired.
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18. Visio ─ Shape Formatting
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You can also format the shapes to give them a more professional or casual look as desired.
To format shapes, select the shape in the diagram and format using the options available
in the Shape Styles section.

You can select predefined shape styles or you can customize the shape using the Fill
dropdown menu. To adjust the color of the shape border, select a color from the Line
dropdown menu. The Effects menu allows to add special effects to your shape such as
drop shadows or 3D rotations.
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19. Visio ─ Formatting Shape LinesMicrosoft Visio

Visio makes it easy to format the shape outlines and the connectors. You might be looking
to format a shape outline to make it stand out from the rest of the shapes or to highlight
something important.

Formatting Shape Outlines
To format a shape outline, click the shape or hold down the Ctrl key on the keyboard and
select multiple shapes. Then, from the Shape Styles section of the Home tab, click Line
and select Line Options... This will open a Format Shape flyout. In the Line section, select
the options you need to customize the shape outline.

You can change the color of the shape outline, increase the width to add more weight,
change the rounding, and a whole lot more. You can also create gradients for the line to
suit the diagram.
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Formatting Connectors
Like shape outlines, connectors can also be formatted as needed. To format a connector,
select the connector in the diagram and bring up the Format Shape pane by going to the
Line dropdown menu and clicking Line Options…
In the Line section of the Format Shapes pane, select the Dash type of your choice to
change the connector pattern. You can also change the color of the connector and adjust
the transparency levels as needed.
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20. Visio ─ Rulers, Grids & GuidesMicrosoft Visio

Visio comes with visual aids to help align and structure the elements in the diagram so
that it appears great both on-screen and in print. The main visual aids available include
rulers, grids, and guides.

Rulers
Rulers help in providing perspective to the elements in the diagram. They help orient the
shapes to attain a consistent and clean look. Rulers can be switched off or on with a simple
checkbox in the Show section of the View tab.

When you move a shape, you will notice that there are 3 dotted lines (shown in the
following example in red rectangles) on both the vertical and horizontal rulers. These 3
dotted lines denote the left, middle, and right parts of the diagram. When you drag the
shape vertically or horizontally, these 3 dotted lines help position the shape exactly at the
place you need.

You can turn of the Ruler checkbox if you need some screen estate.
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Guides
Just like rulers, guides help in orienting different shapes of the diagram properly. You can
create any number of guides from both the vertical and horizontal rulers. To create a
guide, simply drag a line from either the vertical or horizontal rulers.

Guides are represented by lines, which appear thick when selected. You can delete a guide
by simply selecting the guide and pressing the Delete key on the keyboard. Uncheck the
Guides checkbox in the View tab to remove all the guides from view.
Dragging a shape onto a guide will enable you to snap the shape to the guide. When a
shape is snapped to a guide, it moves along with the guide.
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Grids not only help to align shapes within the drawing but can also be an important
measurement tool. Grids comprise of square boxes of defined area, which can be adjusted.
Therefore, grids help you have an estimate of the likely area occupied by the shape, which
allows you to size the shapes as needed.
To turn grids on or off, simply check or uncheck the Grid checkbox in the View tab.

You can also customize the size of each grid by adjusting the spacing between the grids.
To do so, click the small downward facing arrow to the bottom-right of the Show section
in the View tab.
This opens a Ruler & Grid dialog box where you can adjust parameters such as subdivisions
in a grid, the horizontal and vertical spacing, etc.
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21. Visio ─ Using Visual Aids
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Apart from commonly used visual aids such as the ruler, guides, and grids, Visio also
comes with few other visual aids to help you better organize your diagram. These include
AutoConnect, Dynamic Grid, and Connection Points.

AutoConnect
One of the advantages of using SmartShapes is the ability to quickly and easily connect a
shape to the top four favorite shapes. AutoConnect helps to quickly select a shape from
the top four and instantly establish a connection to the new shape. Sometimes, you might
not need this feature. In such cases, you can disable the AutoConnect feature by simply
unchecking the AutoConnect checkbox from the Visual Aids section of the View tab.

When the AutoConnect checkbox is unchecked, the SmartShapes and connecting arrows
do not appear when a shape is selected.
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Dynamic Grid
Dynamic grid provides a relative alignment cue when you insert a new shape. When the
Dynamic Grid option is turned on, you will see guides and indicators relative to the shape.
Dynamic Grid can be used in conjunction with the actual Grid. The actual Grid is more of
an absolute measurement and should be considered when precise measurements are of
importance in deciding the placement of the shapes. The Dynamic Grid is more of a relative
measurement.

In the above example, we see that turning on the Dynamic Grid allows us to see the
relative distance of the new shape with respect to pre-existing shapes.

Connection Points
Connection Points help in connecting shapes to specific points along the surface of a shape.
For example, a shape can have four Connection Points along its perimeter to which
connectors can attach to. Turning on Connection Points help to connect shapes precisely
at defined connection points.

Connection Points can be identified by green squares that appear on all sides of the shape.
If you want to connect to the shape directly rather than to a connection point on the shape,
uncheck the Connection Points checkbox in the View tab of the ribbon.
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22. Visio ─ Task Panes
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Task Panes provide additional functionality to the user interface. You can use task panes
to customize or add parameters to an object. The Shapes pane which is there by default,
is an example of a Task Pane.
Task Panes can be floating or docked and can be resized as needed. Apart from the Shapes
task pane, there are quite a few other panes, which can be accessed from the Task Panes
dropdown menu in the View tab of the Ribbon.

Shape Data Pane
The Shape Data pane allows entry of additional shape metadata. This metadata is
contextual and depends on the shape being selected.
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Pan & Zoom Pane
The Pan & Zoom pane allows to navigate and zoom to any part of the drawing easily. Pan
& Zoom’s slider makes it easy to exactly zoom into a specific part of the diagram. This is
especially useful while working with complex diagrams.

Size & Position Pane
The Size & Position pane allows you to change the dimensions of a selected shape. This allows
to set precise measurements of a shape. You can also change the angle of orientation of the
shape and the pin position from which the measurements are to be considered.
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Navigation Pane
The Navigation pane is available only in the Office 365 version of Visio. It basically lists all
the elements of the diagram and makes it easy to navigate to each of them. This is
especially useful if the diagram has varied shapes and you want to navigate to a specific
shape type. Selecting the name of the shape in the Navigation pane selects it in the canvas.
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23. Visio ─ Working with WindowsMicrosoft Visio

It is easy to work with multiple windows or multiple versions of a document in Visio. You can
switch between windows easily or arrange them side by side for a comparative look. The options
for window rearrangement can be found in the Window section of the View tab.

New Window
New Window basically allows to create a new copy of the existing window. The new copy
will not show the stencils directly, however, they can be selected by clicking the More
Shapes arrow in the Shapes pane.
The new window can be identified by the presence of a number in the title bar of the
window. In the following example, the original file name was BlkDiagm.vsd. Using the
New Window command creates a new window with BlkDiagm: 2 in the title bar.
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Arrange All
This function allows you to arrange all windows side by side. This feature is useful for
comparing two windows, however, if you have a high-resolution display, you might be able
to accommodate more windows beside each other. The Shapes pane and other panes can
be minimized to allow more screen real estate.

Cascade
This function allows cascading of windows to give an overall view of the open windows.
The active window is in the foreground, while inactive windows are in the background with
title bars visible. Cascade view is useful to know which documents are open at a glance.
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24. Visio ─ Printing Diagrams
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To print a drawing, simply go to the File menu and click Print or press the keyboard
shortcut Ctrl+P. The Print menu provides several options to select the layout of the printed
page and the printer to which you’d like to send the document for printing.

The right side of the Print menu shows a preview of the output. You can change the
orientation of the page, page size, and select only the pages that you need to print.
Depending on your printer, you can also print in color or in greyscale. Remember that
printing in black and white might not produce a good output. It is best to print in greyscale,
if you wish to save on your printer’s ink.
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25. Visio ─ Publishing to PDF
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Visio includes several ways to create a PDF of the drawing, which is extremely useful for
sharing with others. You can directly save the document as a PDF, print to PDF, or email
the drawing directly as a PDF.

Save as PDF
You can save the drawing as a Visio drawing (.vsd or .vsdx) by default or save it as a
PDF, which can then be opened by any freely available PDF reader such as Adobe Reader.
To save as PDF, go to the File menu, click Save As and then click Browse. This opens the
Save As dialog box. Select PDF in the Save As type field to save the document as a PDF.
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Print to PDF
You can also directly print to PDF if you have a compatible software printer such as Adobe
PDF or Microsoft Print to PDF installed. You might want to use this if you need to have fine
grain control over the PDF document such as PDF version or compatibility properties.
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Email PDF
You can also directly email the diagram to a recipient. To do this, go to the File menu, click
Share and then click Send as PDF. This creates a new email in your default email client
with the PDF file readily attached. Just enter the email address of the recipient to send the
attachment.
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26. Visio ─ Export Diagrams to JPG orMicrosoft
GIF Visio

Similar to PDF, Visio can also export image formats such as JPG, GIF, TIFF, PNG and
Bitmap. Exporting image formats is useful while sharing the drawing easily with others or
to put it up on a web page.
To export a drawing, go to the File menu, click Save As and in the Save As type field,
choose from the list of supported formats. You can choose from any of the abovementioned graphics formats.
Once you choose a graphics format to export to, you will get some options to choose from
depending on the capabilities of the graphic format. In the following example, we see that
selecting the JPEG File Interchange Format shows up a lot of options for customizing the output.

The options in the Operation and Color format fields are format specific. You can leave
them mostly as default. Set the Background color as white if you have a background for
the drawing. Set the Quality as needed. You can also rotate the drawing or flip it
horizontally or vertically.

The resolution and size of the output diagram can be matched with the screen, printer, or
source. You can also input a custom resolution or size. Click OK.
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27. Visio ─ Exporting to Web Pages UsingMicrosoft
HTML

You can also export drawings to web pages which can be hosted on a web site. Visio allows
customizing what goes into the web page. Go to the Save As dialog box from the File menu
and select Web Page in the Save As type field. Then, in the same dialog box, click Publish…
to open the HTML publishing options.
You can select which of the components of the diagram that you want to publish and the
number of pages to publish. You can also provide a page title.
The HTML file is created in the chosen location along with a folder containing the supporting
files. Both the HTML file and the folder are linked together.
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28. Visio ─ Creating Layers with SmartShapes

Adding SmartShapes automatically creates layers. Layers are basically overlays, which can
be individually customized and turned on or off. Each shape and connector in the diagram
forms a layer whose properties can be customized.
To know the list of layers in the diagram, in the Editing section of the Home tab, click the
Layers dropdown menu and click Layer Properties…

This opens the Layer Properties dialog box, which you can use to customize the different
layers in the diagram.

The Layer Properties dialog box lists the different layers in the document and allows
changing the individual properties of the layers.
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29. Visio ─ Working with Layers Microsoft Visio

Layers are automatically assigned to shapes. However, Visio allows to assign layers to
shapes as needed. You can also create your own layers. Let us start by creating a new
layer and then assign some shapes to the new layer.

Creating a New Layer
Go to the Layer Properties… dialog box in the Layers dropdown menu from the Editing
section of the Home tab and click New… Type a name for the new layer.

The new layer will be created in the Layer Properties dialog box and will initially have zero
shapes, as they are yet to be assigned. Click OK.

Assigning Shapes to a Layer
Shapes can be assigned to any layer. To assign a shape to a layer, click the shape or
connector in the diagram and then, click Assign to Layer in the Layers dropdown menu
from the Editing section of the Home tab.
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It opens the Layer dialog box from which a shape can be assigned to either an existing or
a newly created layer.

Note that the New Layer that was created earlier is now in the list. A shape can be assigned
to more than one layer as well. To assign a shape to all the layers in the document, click
All and then click OK.
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30. Visio ─ Layer Settings
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The Layer Properties dialog box allows to change the properties of individual layers. It
comprises of several checkboxes such as Name, #, Visible, Print, Active, Lock, Snap, Glue,
and Color.
The Name field lists the type of layer, while the # field lists the number of shapes in that
type. In the following example, we see that there are nine equipment shapes in this
diagram.

There is a row of checkboxes for each layer type that can be selected or deselected.
Unchecking the Visible checkbox makes the shape invisible in the drawing. If the Print
checkbox is checked, the shape will be printed along with the others. Unchecking the Print
checkbox will not print the shapes in the layer.
Similarly, layers can be made active or locked. Shapes in an active layer can be
manipulated without affecting the other shapes or layers. When you lock a shape, Visio
prevents any changes from happening to the shape. You cannot drag the shape or change
its contents. Snap and Glue will be checked, if the shapes are allowed to snap to a grid.
You can also represent a layer by a color for easy recognition.
When you represent a layer by its color, the shapes belonging to that layer will also be
colored in the diagram. This is useful if you want to differentiate a set of shapes from
another.
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31. Visio ─ Themes & Styles
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Themes and Styles are useful to give the diagram a design makeover and make it stand
out. Visio provides a standard set of themes and styles, which are customizable.

Themes
Themes apply to the entire diagram. Themes comprise of a set of colors and effects that
generally blend well with each other. They are a great way to quickly give the diagram a
polished look. Themes also affect other parts of the document such as titles, headings,
text, etc.
To apply a theme, go to the Design tab and select a theme from the Themes section. The
dropdown arrow provides more choices categorized by theme type. When you click a
theme, all the aspects of the diagram and other parts of the document reflect the theme
settings.

A theme can have many variants, which can be selected from the Variants section of the
Design tab.
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Styles
Styles are different from themes such that, they are applicable to a selected shape or a
group of shapes. Styles help in customizing the aspects of a particular style.
To change a style of a shape, select the shape and from the Home tab, then select a style
from the Shape Styles section. Style can be applied to both shape elements in the diagram
as well as to individual text boxes. You can select multiple shapes to apply the style to all
of them together.

When you change a theme after applying a style to a shape, the shape will take up the
characteristics of the theme but will still remain distinct from other shapes. Of course, you
can continue to customize the style even after applying a theme.
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32. Visio ─ Applying Theme Colors & Effects

Themes are useful to customize the appearance of the document. Visio goes a step further
and allows to customize the themes themselves.
Themes come with variants that can be further customized as needed. Theme variants can
be accessed from the Variants section in the Design tab. You can use the stock variants
or click the dropdown menu to customize many other aspects.
In the Colors menu, you will find that there many color combinations to choose from.

The Effects menu shows some of the effects that can be applied onto the selected shape.
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You can also choose from a range of connectors.
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33. Visio ─ Blocking Themes from AffectingMicrosoft
Shapes

Sometimes, it becomes necessary to prevent themes from affecting one shape or a group
of shapes, especially if they have important information that has to be presented in a
particular way. Visio allows to protect a shape, thereby preventing any theme changes
from affecting the shape’s intended design.
To enable protection for a shape, click a shape or a group of shapes. Go to the Developer
tab in the Ribbon, click Protection in the Shape Design section. (Note: You may need to
first enable the Developer tab by customizing the Ribbon).

This opens the Protection dialog box that allows to select which components of the shape
to protect from being overridden.
We will focus on protecting the theming of the shape for now. So, select the checkboxes
for Text, Format, From theme colors, From theme effects, From theme fonts and finally,
From theme index. Click OK.

If you now select any theme from the Design tab, you will notice that the shape that is
protected is unaffected by the theme change.
To reverse the changes, simply go to the Protection dialog box again, click None and finally
click OK.
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34. Visio ─ Custom Color Scheme for Themes

Visio comes with a good selection of themes and variants to suit almost any need.
However, sometimes you might have the need to create a specific color scheme that
reflects your organization.
To do this, select a theme from the Design tab and choose a variant from the Variants
section that closely matches to what you intend to create. Then, in the Colors menu in the
Variants section, click Create New Theme Colors…
In the New Theme Colors dialog box, give a name for the theme in the Name field. There
are 5 accent colors to customize. Depending on the colors that you want to customize,
choose a color for each accent. Click Apply to see a preview of the effect. Once you are
satisfied with the color scheme, click OK to save the color scheme.

The new color scheme can be found in the Custom section of the Colors menu. You can
always edit this color scheme by right-clicking the custom scheme and clicking Edit.
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35. Visio ─ Working with Org Charts

Organization charts or org charts are a great way to depict hierarchy in an organization.
Visio provides ready-made templates to help you get started in creating org charts. In the
following series of chapters, we will learn different aspects of creating and working with
org charts.

Using the Org Chart Template
The easiest way to get started is to use an inbuilt org chart template and build upon it. In
Visio 2016, the org chart template can be found by going to the New menu. Click the Home
button, click New and select the Templates tab. In the Templates tab, go to the Business
category and click Organization Chart.
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It will open a dialog box in which you can choose the chart to be created in either Metric
or US units. Select the units you are comfortable with and click Create to load the org
chart shapes in a new diagram.

Inserting a Top-Level Executive Shape
Once the chart is created, you will notice that the Ribbon has a new Org Chart tab that
lists the shape styles you can use.
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The Shapes pane has all the shapes necessary to use in a org chart. The shapes change
based on the shape style selected in the Org Chart tab in the Ribbon. In this example, the
currently selected shape style is Belt.

To insert a top-level shape, drag the Executive Belt shape over to the canvas and align it
to the center of the page.
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36. Visio ─ Inserting Manager Sub-shapes

Once the top-level executive shape is created, it is easy to create manager sub-shapes.
The Executive Belt shape will not offer SmartShapes as this is a hierarchical chart with
defined positions.
To insert a manager, simply drag the Manager Belt shape onto the Executive Belt shape.
You will notice that Visio automatically connects both the shapes. You can add more
Manager Belt shapes onto the Executive Belt shape and Visio will automatically connect,
space, and align all the shapes.

You can then enter details into the shapes by zooming in and double-clicking the shape to
activate the text box. Unlike the Executive Belt shape, the manager shapes will offer the
choice of using SmartShapes.
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We can continue building on the org chart previously created. Based on the organizational
hierarchy, corresponding shapes can be added to the existing shapes. Visio will then
automatically create the connection and align the new shape in the diagram.

Adding a Position Belt
A position belt is used to indicate a position under an executive. In the following example,
several position belts have been added to each of the three manager sub-shapes. To add
a position shape, simply drag the Position Belt shape from the Shapes pane over any of
the manager sub-shape. Visio automatically creates the Position Belt shape and connects
it to the manager shape above.
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Adding a Vacancy Belt
In an organization, not all positions will be always full. There will be a few vacant positions
that need to be filled. You can indicate a vacancy by dragging the Vacancy Belt shape onto
any of the managerial shapes. A vacancy shape is different from the other shapes and can
be easily identified.
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Adding Consultant and Secretary Shapes
Similarly, you can also add the consultant and assistant shapes to the org chart. In the
following example, a consultant has been added to the CTO and an assistant to the CEO.
Drag the Consultant Shape on top of the CTO shape and the Assistant shape on top of the
CEO. Visio will automatically adjust the spacing and connections between the shapes.
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38. Visio ─ Team Member Re-ordering

It may be necessary to re-order team members in the org chart. Shapes can be moved to
the left and right or to the top and bottom, depending on how you’d like them to be
ordered. Since this is an org chart, there will be an Org Chart tab in the Ribbon. Click the
tab and in the Arrange section, click either of the arrows in the Move command.

Depending on the position of the shape in the drawing, moving left and right can also
mean moving up and down. When you move a shape, all sub-shapes also move along with
it. In the following example, the COO shape was moved to the right and with it, all positions
below it also move.
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39. Visio ─ Adding Team Frames to a Diagram

A team frame helps to denote members of different teams who work on a common project.
To add a team frame, drag the team frame shape from the Shapes pane onto the teams
that you want to include.

The team frame can be adjusted along its handles to accommodate as many members as
needed. The team frame border line and the label can be formatted as needed. To format
the team frame border, click the team frame and go to the Home tab and in the Shape
Styles section, select the shape formatting needed.
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40. Visio ─ Creating Report Indicators

A dotted line report helps in identifying individual team members who report to multiple
people. To add a dotted line, drag the Dotted-line Report shape from the Shapes pane
onto the canvas.

You will see that there are two endpoints to the dotted line. Drag one of the endpoints to
the first shape and the other endpoint to another shape to create a dotted line that
indicates the team member reports to more than one position.
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41. Visio ─ Creating Three- & Multiple-position
SmartShapes

Although you can create individual shapes by dragging the desired shapes from the Shapes
pane, Visio facilitates creating multiple shapes at one go. All shapes added together will
be automatically connected and aligned.

Creating a Three-Position SmartShape
To create a three-position SmartShape, drag the Three Positions shape onto any of the
higher manager shapes.

This creates three shapes directly below the higher shape. You will notice that the shapes
can spill over onto the next page. This can be rectified by clicking the Re-Layout button in
the Layouts section of the Org Chart tab.
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Creating a Multiple-Position SmartShape
Similar to a three-position SmartShape, Visio also helps to create a multi-position
SmartShape in which you can select as many positions as you want. To create a multiposition SmartShape, click and drag the Multiple shapes from the Shapes pane onto a
selected shape on the canvas.

It opens an Add Multiple Shapes dialog box in which you can select the type of shapes and
the number of shapes to be added. Click OK to add the shapes to the selected shape.
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42. Visio ─ Adding Executive Pictures

You can add pictures to different levels in your org chart to make it more visually
appealing. To add executive pictures, double-click the shape to zoom into it and then click
the picture field within the shape.

Then click the Insert button to select a picture for adding into a shape. To prevent an
image from showing up in a shape, click the Show/Hide button.
After adding an image, you can use the usual picture formatting tools to adjust the
brightness and contrast or crop the image.

If you want to automatically import executive pictures into their respective hierarchies,
simply make sure the file names of the executive pictures match that of the names in the
shapes. Then import the entire folder and Visio will automatically place the executive in
his/her corresponding hierarchy.
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43. Visio ─ Breaking Down Structures Using Sync
Copies

It might be required to break down the org chart so that each executive gets his/her own
page to avoid congesting the chart. Synchronization allows any change made to the
executives in other pages to remain in sync with the main page.
To synchronize a shape, click the shape and then the Synchronize button in the Org Chart tab.

This opens the Create Synchronized Copy dialog box, which allows to create a copy of the
shape and its subordinates on a new or an existing page.
Click the Hide subordinates on original page checkbox, if you want to collapse the shape
on the main page. Any changes made on the synchronized shape pages will be seen on
the main page as well.
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44. Visio ─ Reporting Structure Views

Individual manager shapes can be collapsed and shown as needed. Collapsing shapes is
useful to reduce the clutter in the diagram.
To collapse the hierarchy under a shape, right-click a shape, go to the Subordinates menu
and click Hide Subordinates.

The subordinate shapes then collapse under the manager shape. This is indicated by a
tree icon under the manager shape.

If the shapes are synchronized, any changes made to them elsewhere will be automatically
reflected in the main shape.
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To reveal the subordinates again, right-click the manager shape, go to the Subordinates
menu and click Show Subordinates.
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45. Visio ─ Using the Org Chart Wizard

Although you can manually create the org chart using different shapes in the Shapes pane,
Visio also provides an automated way of importing information about your organization
from an external source. In this chapter, we will look into importing data from information
in an Excel spreadsheet.

Creating Information in an Excel Spreadsheet
Create an Excel spreadsheet or use an existing one containing some of the important
information in the header row that goes into creating an org chart. Important information
includes Employee, Title, Manager and Department. The Employee and Manager fields are
mandatory and the others are optional.
Additionally, you can also include a field called the Master_Shape, which indicates the
exact shape to be used for a particular employee. Note that the name, Master_Shape field
needs to be used as is for Visio to designate a specific shape to the employee.

Starting the Organization Chart Wizard
There are two ways of starting the Organization Chart wizard. The first method involves
using the Organization Chart Wizard from the Templates section in the New menu.
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The other method is to use the Import command in the Organization Data section from
the Org Chart tab in the Ribbon, if you have already created an org chart.

The second method is recommended if you need the background formatting to carry over
onto all the pages in the org chart. The first method creates all the pages required, but
you need to individually format each page, which can get tedious if your organization is
large.
Either ways, the Organization Chart Wizard appears in which you can specify the features
of your org chart.
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Using the Organization Chart Wizard
The first screen of the Organization Chart Wizard gives the option of either selecting the
existing information from a file or manually entering information. For this example, we will
choose the first option. Click Next to proceed to the next screen in the wizard.

In the following screen, you can choose the source in which the organizational information
is stored. It could be a location on a Microsoft Exchange Server, a local text, CSV or Excel
file, or an ODBC-compliant data source. Select the second option and click Next.
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Now, enter the location or path to the Excel file and click Next.

In this screen, in the Name field dropdown, select the field in the Excel spreadsheet that
contains the name of the employee. In the Reports to field dropdown, select the field in
the Excel spreadsheet that denotes the reporting manager. If the name and first names
are in different fields, specify the field containing the first name of the employee in the
First name dropdown.
Visio will combine the name and first name fields to generate the full name of the
employee. Click Next to continue.
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The Data File Columns box lists all the data fields that are present in the header of the
Excel file. You can select the fields that you need to be displayed in the Displayed Fields
section by selecting the required fields and then click Add. Click Next, once the desired
fields are added.
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In the next screen, you can choose the fields the shape data should be based on. The
shape data fields will be similar to the fields selected in the previous step so in most cases,
you can leave it as such. You can also add any additional fields if needed.

In the following screen, you can choose to include pictures of the employees. If you have
labelled pictures in the same format as the employee names, you can point to the location
of the folder containing pictures of all the employees. Or you can simply choose not to
include any pictures.
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In this screen, you can choose how much of organization info can be displayed on one
page, if there are many employees spanning many pages. You can also choose to allow
Visio to automatically break the org chart across pages. Make sure that Hyperlink
employee shapes across pages and Synchronize employee shapes across pages are
selected. Click Finish to finally create the org chart.

After clicking Finish, Visio will start processing information from the Excel spreadsheet and
create the org chart based on the parameters specified in the wizard. You will see a
progress indicator showing the status of the creation.
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46. Visio ─ Publishing Organizational Charts

The completed org chart can be saved as a PDF or any of the image formats by going to the
File menu and clicking Save As. Select from any of the file types in the Save As type field.
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If you save the drawing as a JPG or GIF file, you will get another dialog box, which allows
to further specify the output options.
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47. Visio ─ Structure of Brainstorming Diagrams

A brainstorming diagram is similar to an org chart but is used more to convey different
ideas about a topic. To create a brainstorming diagram, click File and go to the New menu.
In the Templates section, select Business, and then in the list of templates, select
Brainstorming Diagram, choose the desired units to work with and click Create.

You will notice that the brainstorming diagram document is created and ready to use. This
has a few notable differences compared to the org chart. Firstly, the number of shapes are
lesser than an org chart. Secondly, there is an Outline Window that appears in the drawing
showing the outline of the diagram. Thirdly, there is a Brainstorming tab added to the
ribbon, which contains tools required to use the brainstorming diagram.
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To create the central topic for the brainstorming diagram, drag the Main topic shape onto
the canvas. Unlike the org chart where you had to double-click the shape to enter text,
you can start typing text in a brainstorming diagram as soon as you drag the shape onto
the canvas.
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48. Visio ─ Adding, Editing & Placing Subtopics

In this chapter, we will learn how to add, edit and place subtopics in the brainstorming
diagram using Visio.

Adding Subtopics
In a brainstorming diagram, sub-shapes are not directly inserted on top of the main shape. A
sub-shape is inserted as a subtopic. To insert a subtopic, first click the Main topic shape and
then click the Brainstorming tab on the Ribbon. In the Add Topics section, click Subtopic.

It creates a subtopic to the Main topic shape, which is ready to type on.

You can also create multiple subtopics at once by clicking the Multiple Subtopics in the
Add Topics section. This opens the Add Multiple Topics dialog box, where you can enter
the names of each of the subtopics.
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Each subtopic is automatically connected to the Main topic shape.

Editing and Placement of Subtopics
Subtopics can be edited simply by clicking the title of the subtopic and typing over it. You
can also edit a subtopic by clicking its name twice in the Outline Window. The Outline
Window represents the topic hierarchy of the brainstorm. The subtopics can be dragged
by their connectors and placed anywhere on the canvas. They will always be linked to the
Main topic shape.
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49. Visio ─ Editing Topics in the Outline Window

The Outline Window makes it easy to edit the order of topics or topic names in the diagram.
Any changes made in the Outline Window will be readily reflected in the actual diagram.

The Outline Window can be pinned or unpinned by clicking on the push pin icon to the
bottom left of the window. This enables the window to auto-hide when not in use.
Topics can be edited by clicking twice on the topic name within the window and typing.
The order of the topics can also be changed by clicking and dragging the topic from one
subtopic into another. You can also right-click a topic and Move Up or Move Down to
change the order of the topics.
To delete a topic, right-click a topic and then click Delete Topic or simply select a topic
and press the Delete key on the keyboard.
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50. Visio ─ Customizing Topic Shape, Style Microsoft
& Layout

You can customize the brainstorming diagram in a similar manner to other types of
diagrams by changing the shape, style, and layout.

Customizing the Topic Shape
The shapes of individual topics can be customized into a variety of built-in shapes. Hold
down the Shift key, select the topics one by none and in the Brainstorming tab, click
Change Topic in the Arrange section.
This opens the Change Shape dialog box, which lists the shape types you can change to.
Select a shape type and click OK.

Customizing the Topic Style
The brainstorming diagram can be customized by choosing different themes and theme
variants. To choose a theme, go to the Design tab on the Ribbon and select a theme. You
can also choose different variants for the theme by selecting a variant in the Variants
section. The Variant section has a dropdown using which you can further customize the
colors and effects such as drop shadows.
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Customizing the Topic Layout
You can also customize the style of the diagram so that it looks more elegant and
professional. In the Brainstorming tab, click Diagram Style to open the Brainstorming Style
dialog box. You can choose from a variety of brainstorming styles and also a couple of
mosaic options, which includes a mix of all the styles. Select a style and click Apply to see
the result. Click OK to close the dialog box.

You can also customize the layout by clicking Layout in the Brainstorming tab. Select a
layout from the Select a layout section. You can also choose the type of connector in the
Connectors section. Select a layout and click Apply to see the result. Click OK to close the
dialog box.
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51. Visio ─ Sending Data to Word & Excel

You can send brainstorming data directly to Word and Excel and in fact, to any program
that accepts XML input. Data in the Outline Window is exported to a Word or Excel
document and is opened as an XML file. Any changes can be saved to this XML file, which
can then be imported back into Visio.
To export data as an XML file, in the Manage section of the Brainstorming tab, click Export
Data and select either Microsoft Word or Microsoft Excel. Note that these options are
available, only if you have the 2016 versions of Word and Excel installed on your computer.
For other versions of Word and Excel or for using any other compatible program, select To
XML… instead.

For example, when you export the data to Excel, Visio automatically opens Excel once you
save the XML file. In Excel, the data is organized into topic levels. For example, T1
represents the main topic, T1.1 represents the first subtopic under the main topic, T1.1.1.
represents further subtopics under the subtopic and so on. You can add or remove topic
hierarchies here and save the XML file, which can then be reimported back into Visio.
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52. Visio ─ Creating & Configuring Timelines

Similar to org charts and brainstorming diagrams, you can also create timelines in Visio to
depict a schedule or a series of events.

Creating a Timeline
To create a timeline, go to the New menu in the File tab and click Templates. Go to the
Schedule category, click Timeline and then Create to create the timeline workspace. Since
the timeline essentially measures time, units selection is inconsequential.

Configuring a Timeline Shape
Once the Timeline template is created, click and drag the Block timeline shape from the
Shapes pane onto the canvas. This opens a Configure Timeline dialog box, where you can
select the duration for the timeline and the Timescale. Click Ok.
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It creates a timeline block with equal intervals between the selected dates.
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53. Visio ─ Adding Milestones

Microsoft Visio

Milestones represent specific points in time during which an important event has occurred
or is scheduled to occur. To add a milestone, click and drag the Line Milestone shape onto
a chosen interval on the timeline. It need not be dropped exactly on a specific interval,
since you can manually configure the exact date and time of the event.

When you drag the milestone onto the timeline, the Configure Milestone dialog box
appears, where you can specify the exact date and time of the milestone along with a
description of the event. You can also choose from the standard date formats to better
represent the time and date. Click OK to create the milestone on the timeline. The
milestone can be dragged along the timeline, and the date and time of the milestone will
be updated accordingly.
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54. Visio ─ Dealing with CollisionsMicrosoft Visio

When adding many milestones, it is possible that the description text of the milestones
will run into each other creating a messy look. It is possible to avoid collisions by changing
the position of the milestone text.
If you happen to have a colliding text, simply grab the yellow end of the milestone and
drag to a separate position, such as the bottom or higher up. You can also angle the yellow
end by simply turning your mouse to a desired angle. The idea is to ensure that the text
doesn’t collide and is represented as clearly as possible.

Once the yellow end is dragged and released, the Line milestone shape adjusts itself
accordingly. You can also use the guides to glue the yellow ends of multiple milestones so
that they are all aligned.
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55. Visio ─ Adding Intervals to a Timeline

An interval denotes a block of time over the course of which an event occurs or is
scheduled. To add an interval, drag the Block interval shape onto a location on the timeline.
It opens the Configure Interval dialog box.

In the Configure Interval dialog box, you can select the duration of the interval, the date
format and add a description. Click OK to add the interval to the timeline. Intervals can
overlap milestones or other events. By formatting the interval shape to make it
transparent, any other shape behind it can be made visible.
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56. Visio ─ Adding Markers & Indicators to aMicrosoft
Timeline

Markers and indicators can be used to denote specific events such as current date or
elapsed time. Markers help to gain a perspective of where you currently stand with respect
to your objectives in the current timeline.
To add a marker such as today’s date, drag the Today marker shape onto the timeline.
You might want to adjust the yellow end to ensure that the marker text does not overlap
with your milestone or other information. The Today marker moves as days’ progress,
giving you a real-time perspective of your current status.

Another marker or indicator that can be useful is, Elapsed time. The Elapsed time indicator
helps in gauging the time elapsed since the beginning of the timeline. It is indicated by a
green rectangle along the duration of the elapsed time. Of course, just like any other
shape, the color of the Elapsed time shape can be customized.
To show the elapsed time, drag the Elapsed time shape from the Shapes panel onto the timeline.
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57. Visio ─ Expanded Timelines

Microsoft Visio

Expanded timelines are useful to get a zoomed in view of the finer aspects of a time period.
For example, the expanded timeline can show many details of events in a particular period,
which might not be visible on the main timeline.
To create an expanded timeline, drag the Expanded timeline shape onto the main timeline.
This opens the familiar Configure timeline dialog box in which you can specify the start
and finish dates. Since this is an expanded timeline, you can choose a lower scale such as
weeks instead of months if you have a packed agenda for the week.

The expanded timeline is connected to the main timeline by means of two dotted
connectors with yellow ends. The yellow ends can be used to move or change the
orientation of the expanded timeline. You can also add milestone events to the expanded
timeline. However, any event or interval added to the expanded timeline will not show up
in the main timeline.
More expanded timelines can also be added on top of the existing expanded timelines.
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58. Visio ─ Formatting Timelines Microsoft Visio

You can apply the usual formatting techniques, such as themes and variants to a timeline.
You can also select a background so that all successive timelines are created using the
background template.
For example, in the Design tab, click Borders & Titles to set a professional looking border
that includes a title header so that all pages in this timeline have the same background
and header information.
It creates a Background page that is overlaid on all other pages in the document.

You can also change the timeline and other shapes to make it look like a block, cylinder,
or a bracket by right-clicking the shape and selecting the corresponding type from the
menu.
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59. Visio ─ Sharing Timelines

Microsoft Visio

Timelines can be shared just like other Visio drawings as PDFs, Visio drawings, or graphic
files. Visio also allows you to let others edit the drawing, if provided access. This happens
via Microsoft OneDrive and you need to be signed in to Visio to access this feature.
To share a drawing for editing or review, go to the File menu and click Share. The
document has to be first saved to the cloud, so click Save to Cloud to save the document
to your personal or official OneDrive folder.
Once the document is saved to your OneDrive folder, you can invite others by sending
them the link to the shared drawing. You can define whether people just get to view it or
get to edit it as well. Your collaborators can then open the shared drawing in the cloud and
open the drawing directly in their Visio installation.

Note: Visio Online is available to Office 365 customers who have Visio included in their
cloud subscription. They can open and review the drawing online in their browsers;
however, any changes to the drawing itself requires the users to have a local copy of Visio
installed.
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60. Visio ─ Creating Calendars
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You can create calendars in Visio to help you better organize and deliver information. To
create a calendar, go to the New menu in the File tab and click Templates, then Schedule.
In the Schedule category, click Multi week Task Calendar and then Create to create the
calendar workspace. Depending on your version of Visio, you might just notice the
template as Calendar.

You will see that there is a default calendar created. You can however, create your own
calendar by dragging the Month shape onto an empty canvas. This opens the Configure
dialog box, where you can specify the calendar month. Days of the month are
automatically filled and the weekends are differentiated from the weekdays.
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61. Visio ─ Adding Appointments to a Calendar

In this chapter, we will learn how to add appointments to a calendar.

Adding a Single Day Appointment
To add a single day appointment, click the Appointment shape in the Shapes pane and
drag it on to a location in the calendar.
This opens the Configure dialog box, where you can enter the details of the appointment.
Click OK to add the appointment on the prescribed date.

Adding a Multi-Day Appointment
Sometimes, appointments can stretch over multiple days. To add a multi-day
appointment, click and drag the Multi-day event shape from the Shapes pane onto the
calendar. This again opens a Configure dialog box, where you can specify details of the
event along with the start and end dates. Once the multi-day appointment is created, you
can drag the appointment handle to cover additional dates, if needed.
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62. Visio ─ Customizing the Calendar

Calendars can be customized just like any other Visio drawing by applying themes and
variants. Calendars can also be customized to show weather conditions or even moon
phases.
To add a shape such as weather icons, scroll down the list of shapes in the Shapes pane
and drag the desired icon onto a date in the calendar. You can align multiple shapes using
the dynamic grids that appear when you try to align shapes next to each other.
You can also change the look and feel of the calendar by selecting themes and variants
from the Design tab in the Ribbon.
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63. Visio ─ Adding Additional Months

Adding additional months is simple in Visio. To add an additional month, first create a new page
by clicking the Insert Page symbol at the bottom of the screen or by pressing Shift+F11 to add
a new page. You can rename the page by double-clicking on the page title.

Once you add a new page, create a new calendar by clicking and dragging the Month shape
onto the new page. Configure the calendar for the new month.
To add additional months, simply create new pages by duplicating the current page. To
duplicate a page, right-click the name of the page and click Duplicate. This creates
duplicate of the current calendar page.
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Now, simply reconfigure the calendar on the new page by going to the Calendar menu on
the Ribbon and clicking Configure. When you change the month, you get a warning
message that all scheduling information will be lost. Click OK to reconfigure the calendar
on the new page.
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64. Visio ─ Importing Calendars from Outlook

You can import existing calendars from Outlook directly into Visio. Note: To import
Outlook data, you need to have Microsoft Outlook installed and configured with the same
Microsoft account.
To import Outlook calendar data, go to the Calendar tab in the Ribbon and click Import
Outlook Data.

Follow the steps in the wizard to import the calendar into Visio. You can import into an
existing Visio calendar or create a new calendar with the Outlook data.
If you are importing into an existing Visio calendar, make sure to select the correct date
range for importing, otherwise the data will not be shown in the Visio calendar.
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65. Visio ─ Creating a Floor Plan Microsoft Visio

Floor plans help to visualize the layout of a room or a floor in a building. Floor plans help
architects to understand the placement of objects on the floor, and the design of doors
and windows as well as other rooms.
Visio provides extensive assets for working with all kinds of floor plans and maps. To create
a floor plan, go to the File menu and click New. In the Templates section, click Map and
Floor Plans. Select Floor Plan from the list of available templates. Select the units of choice
and click Create to create the floorplan.

You will notice that the options for floor plans are varied. The rulers now measure in feet
instead of inches. The Shapes pane shows different shapes categorized under various
headings for each component of the floor plan as shown in the following screenshot.
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66. Visio - Scaling & Adding Structural Elements
to a
Floor Plan

Before adding elements to a floor plan, it is important to set the scale correctly. Setting
the correct scale ensures that elements within the floor plan scale well according to the
dimensions of the output paper.
To change the dimensions of the scale, click the Design tab and in the Page Setup section,
click the downward facing arrow to open the Page Setup dialog box or press Shift+F5.

In the Page Setup dialog box, click the Drawing Scale tab to set a defined scale. You can
use a predefined scale or enter a custom value. You can set the Page size (in measurement
units) fields to the appropriate page size.
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Click Apply to see the changes in the dimensions of the ruler and click OK to close the
Page Setup dialog box.
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67. Visio ─ Adding Dimensions to a FloorMicrosoft
PlanVisio

In architectural drawings, it is important to know the right measurements. Visio helps you
make accurate measurements of the various shapes in your floor plan. For accurate
dimensions, it is important to set the scale of the diagram correctly.
To see the dimension shapes, click Dimensioning – Architectural category in the Shapes
pane to reveal the measurement tools. In this example, we will measure the vertical
dimension of a wall.

Measure the Vertical Dimension of a Wall
To measure the vertical dimension, click and drag the Vertical shape in the Dimensioning
– Architectural shape category and release it along the wall to be measured. You will see
that the Vertical shape now has two yellow dots and two white dots.
The white dots are used to glue either end of the Vertical shape to the top and bottom
length of the wall. The first yellow dot helps to separately visualize the Vertical shape from
the actual wall. The second yellow dot helps to visualize the dimension value distinctly.
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Glue the white dots to the top and bottom of the wall. Then, drag the yellow dots as
needed to properly visualize the dimensions.
If the scaling is done correctly, you will see the exact dimensions of the desired shape.
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68. Visio ─ Adding Furniture to a FloorMicrosoft
Plan Visio

You can add objects, such as furniture and office equipment to the floor plan to get a
complete perspective. Visio provides a lot of shapes, which can scale according to the
dimensions of the floor plan diagram.
To begin, we need to ensure that the required shapes for furniture and office equipment
are visible in the Shapes pane. For this, click More Shapes in the Shapes pane and in the
menu, go to Maps and Floor Plans, then to Building Plan.
In the submenu, make sure that Office Furniture and if needed, Office Equipment options
are checked. You can then select the Office Furniture category in the Shapes pane to reveal
a list of commonly used furniture.

You can now select the Office Furniture category in the Shapes pane to reveal a list of
commonly used furniture. Drag the desired furniture shape into the floor plan and adjust
the position as needed.
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Make sure that the Shape Data pane is visible so that you can adjust the length and depth
of the shape according to scale.
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69. Visio ─ Adding Titles & Other Information

You can add titles and other text information to a floor plan to convey information, such
as the scale of the diagram, title of the designing company, etc.

Adding Text to the Floor Plan
To add text information to the floor plan, select the Text Box from the Insert tab in the
Ribbon and draw a text box in an empty area in the diagram.

The text box can be used to then enter information, such as the scale of the diagram, so
that the reader gets a perspective of the real object size. The scale information can be
derived from the Drawing Scale tab of the Page Setup dialog box in the Design tab.
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Adding Page Titles and Backgrounds
You can also add page titles and backgrounds as a background page so that it is reflected
across all pages of the diagram. In the following example, we will add a background title
information. Go to the Design tab and in the Backgrounds section, click Borders & Titles.
In the dropdown list of designs, select one that matches your theme.

It creates a background layer that applies to all pages of the document. Double-click the text
area to zoom in and type the title of the document. You can also change the date, if needed
and even apply themes and variants to the floor plan for a more sophisticated look.
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70. Visio ─ Prototyping Software Using Wireframes

Wireframe diagrams are typically used by software developers to prototype the design of
the software user interface. Wireframes help to visualize the position and behavior of
various elements in the UI before the software can be deployed.

Opening the Wireframe Template
Click the File menu and then click New. In the Templates section, click the Software and
Database category and scroll down to select the Wireframe Diagram template.

It opens the template for the Wireframe Diagram and the Shapes pane lists all the controls
and buttons commonly used in a software UI as shown in the following screenshot.
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Creating a Wireframe Dialog Box
In the following example, we will create a wireframe dialog box for the Print command.
Click the Dialogs category in the Shapes pane and drag the Dialog form shape onto the
canvas. You can resize the default shape as needed. Double-click the header text in the
dialog box and type Print. We now have the outer frame for the dialog box.
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71. Visio ─ Adding Elements & Controls to Wireframes

Once you have created an outline for a wireframe dialog box, you can add elements, such
as text boxes and dropdown menus. We are creating a wireframe for a print dialog box,
so the first dropdown menu should be one in which the user can select the printer from a
list of printers.

Adding a Dropdown Menu
First drag the Label shape onto the dialog box. You can use horizontal and vertical guides
to help you position the shape. Next, drag the Drop down shape onto the far right of the
Label shape so that it glues to it. Double-click the Label shape to type the text. In this
case, the name of the printer. Note: This is just a prototype to visualize a dialog box and
the menus will not actually work.

Adding Other Buttons and Controls
Now that one dropdown menu is added, you can continue to add another dropdown menu
to indicate the printer presets. You can also drag a box into the dialog box to designate a
document preview area.
Most print dialog boxes will also have a page setup button to set various attributes of a
page and it makes sense to include one here as well. To add a button, click the Controls
category in the Shapes pane and from the list of shapes, drag the Button shape onto a
suitable area on the page. Double-click the shape to enter text and name it, Page Setup.
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You can also add backward and forward arrows as navigation guides under the document
preview pane.

You can continue to add as many elements as you wish to get a feel for the prototype.
Just remember not to clutter the wireframe with too many buttons.
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72. Visio ─ Listing Shapes Used in Diagrams

Visio has robust auditing and inventory tools built-in that help to quickly review the various
components of a diagram. You can extract information such as quantity of each of the
shapes used in the diagram, properties of the shapes, text on the shapes, etc. as a table
which can help you quickly review and ensure that the document is according to the
prescribed specifications. In this example, we will extract a sample report that shows the
names of the shapes used and their quantity.
To get an inventory of the document, go to the Review tab on the Ribbon and in the
Reports section, click Shape Reports.

It opens the Reports dialog box. You can create a new report definition by clicking New...
or modify an existing report style by clicking Modify…
After selecting the required features of the reports, click Run… to start creating the report.
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After the report is compiled, the Run Report dialog box opens, which allows to select the
format of the report. Generally, it is preferred to export the report as an Excel file to enable
easier sorting of data fields but you also have the choice of exporting as HTML, XML, or a
Visio shape. Select Copy of report definition in the Save report with section to save a copy
of the report within the document and click OK.

Visio creates a report table detailing the features we selected. In this case, the name of
the shape and quantity. If you have chosen to save the report as an Excel file in the
previous step, clicking the report will open an Excel window within Visio where you can
work with the contents of the report.
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